AMENDED Feb. 2000

CGS SCORECARD FOR DOES
(NOTE: Doe kids to be judged on 65 point scorecard - not including mammary system score)

GENERAL APPEARANCE

Value

TOTAL 35 POINTS

Attractive individuality indicating femininity, vigor and strength with a harmonious blending and
correlation of parts; impressive style and attractive carriage; graceful and powerful walk.
STYLE -Graceful appearance; smoothness of blending throughout, especially the shoulder blades
which should be set smoothly against the chest wall and withers; full in the crops.
BREED CHARACTERISTICS & HEAD - Appropriate for the breed.
BACK The back strong and appearing straight; chine & loin broad, strong and nearly level.
RUMP Long and wide, nearly level from hips to pins and thurl to thurl; hips wide and level with
the back; pin bones wide apart, nearly level and well-defined; tail head set slightly above
& neatly between the pin bones; tail symmetrical with the body.
FEET& LEGS
Legs wide apart, squarely set; bone flat and flinty; tendons well defined. Pasterns of
medium length, strong & with some spring. Feet pointed forward with close toes,
deep heel and level sole. Forelegs straight with clean knees. Hind legs nearly perpendicular
from hock to pastern when viewed from the side; high and wide in the escutcheon with
legs straight and well apart when viewed from the rear. Hocks clean.
DAIRY CHARACTER
TOTAL 15 POINTS
Animation, angularity, general openness and freedom from excess fleshing, giving due regard to the
period of lactation.
Neck long and lean. Throat clean. Withers well defined and wedge shaped, rising above
the shoulder blades. Ribs wide apart, bone wide, flat and long. Flank deep with arch well
defined. Thighs incurving to flat when viewed from the side. Loose, pliable skin with fine hair.
BODY CAPACITY
TOTAL 15 POINTS
Relatively large in proportion to the size of the animal, providing ample digestive capacity, strength and
vigour and showing desirable length of body.
Width throughout beginning with the head and carried through the chine and loin. Barrel
deep and strongly supported, ribs well sprung with depth and width tending to increase
towards the flank. Heart deep and wide with well sprung foreribs; chest floor wide; fullness
at the point of elbow.
MAMMARY SYSTEM
TOTAL 35 POINTS
A strongly attached, well-balanced udder of good quality, indicating ample production and a long period
of usefulness.
MEDIAL SUSPENSORY LIGAMENT & CLOSELY RELATED TRAITS
Ligament strong & well defined, udder floor carried above hocks
(5 points)
Shape, balanced and well rounded
(4 points)
Texture, soft & pliable, free of scar tissue, well collapsed after milking
(4 points)
Teat placement, well apart, squarely set & plumb
(2 points)
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FORE UDDER - Carried well forward, tightly attached without pocket, wide, blending smoothly
into the body & indicating capacity.

8

REAR UDDER - High, wide & smooth, securely attached in the escutcheon, and indicating
capacity.

8

TEATS - Uniform, of correct length and circumference, cylindrical in shape, well delineated.

4

TOTAL

100

